tian colony. Venice, Trieste, Genoa, Geneva, and Vienna, were and are the headquarters cities of the fascist international.

During 1969, NATO launched the “strategy of tension,” under whose auspice the present international “environmentalist” and terrorist movements were created, under initiatives originating in Venice and Geneva. These influences have been conducted, during the postwar period, under the cover of a network of “European cultural associations,” including one founded by the former SS officer and founder of the World Wildlife Fund, Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands. As part of this arrangement, through agreement reached between Venice and the British intelligence services, the Nazi-educated Qaddafi was made dictator of the Venetian colony known as Libya.

The former husband of Ulrike Meinhof, Klaus Rainer Roehl, wrote a book, *Die Genossin*, which is understood to be a fictionalized account of the manner through which the kidnapping of Ulrike Meinhof’s two children blackmailed her into becoming a prominent terrorist. The book’s fictionalized account argues that the creators and controllers of the German terrorist organization were “extreme right-wing” forces using “left terrorism” as part of a strategy for bringing neo-fascist dictatorships into power. Although we can not directly corroborate a case concerning Ulrike Meinhof’s personal history in this matter, every feature of the fictionalized account’s references to “extreme right-wing” networks behind terrorism is massively proven by means of facts in our possession.

Not only is the Geneva-centered neo-Nazi international directly involved in coordinating all international terrorism, including both “right” and “left” varieties. These same neo-Nazi networks are key parts of the backing and coordination of international “environmentalism” and Bertrand Russellite “peace movements.”

Not only does the neo-Nazi international participate in controlling both extreme-right and extreme-left operations internationally, the characteristic ideology of the mass-based “environmentalist” movements of today is purely fascism, as Siemens Foundation ex-Nazi Armin Mohler, defines the Buckley-linked international fascist movement of today.

Consequently, the danger involved in the projected Sicilian insurrection is not merely the threat to Italy and to Mediterranean stability. A victory for the Sicilian separatist friends of Billy Carter would mean a crucial victory for the neo-Nazi international, the beginning of a fascist sweep out of Sicily into other parts of Europe, all smugly coordinated out of peaceful Switzerland.

This deployment of the fascist-influenced “peace movement” must be stopped cold and now.

### The Socialist International

**What Col. Qaddafi did in Austria**

by Paolo Raimondi

With the visit of Libyan dictator Col. Muammar Qaddafi the second week in March, Vienna reconfirmed its historic role as the capital of the Central European oligarchy. Assassinations, coups, and wars have been plotted there at every crucial juncture in the last three centuries. By hosting Qaddafi, Austrian Chancellor Bruno Kreisky, a leader of the Socialist International, has shown that the forces he represents are openly pushing the “Third Way” policy of a devolving Europe independent of two “Fortress” superpowers, sponsored by Britain’s Foreign Minister Lord Carrington.

Kreisky, who extended his invitation to Qaddafi a few days after the Reagan administration had decided to break all economic relations with Libya, stated repeatedly that his intention was to re-introduce Qaddafi into the Western world by rebuilding his democratic image. Actually, Kreisky intends to blackmail the forces in Europe and the United States genuinely committed to stopping global thermonuclear confrontation into backing down before Qaddafi’s policies of confrontation and terrorist methods with the threat that the Colonel will provoke a war. Kreisky has thus unmasked himself, and emerged in his true role as a controller of international terrorism.

**Why Qaddafi is a fascist**

In Vienna, Qaddafi stated that Libya is the keystone in the creation of the European-Arab Third Force to stop the superpowers. He called both Reagan and Begin the personifications of evil; and one never talks with evil, he said, but beats it down with force. “What should one do,” Qaddafi stated, “when the American Sixth Fleet entered the Gulf of Syrte [off the Libyan coast]? Cry for peace? No, we must prepare mass violence to compel others to peace.” And on the issue of the
existence of Israel he echoes the Nazi *Lebensraum* policy: "The Jews should go back to Russia, to Germany, and to other places they came from, to create a place for the Palestinians."

Qaddafi and his patrons need a "strike force" to carry out violent confrontation in Europe and the Mideast. On March 13, Qaddafi invited to meet him at Vienna’s Imperial Hotel the leaders of the European peace and environmentalist movements, and they came. Otto Schily, the West Berlin lawyer who coordinated the defense of the RAF, the German Baader Meinhof terrorists; Green Party leader Roland Vogt, who was a leading figure in the riots at the Frankfurt airport last fall; Alfred Mechtersheimer, a former leader of Franz-Josef Strauss’s CSU and senior NATO official, who just joined the Green movement; Prof. Egon Matzner, ideologue of the Austrian Socialist Party; and Alexander Langer, leader of the Italian left sect, Lotta Continua, in the Alto Adige region. Other Green Party and peace movement leaders, such as former Senator Kennedy aide Petra Kelly, although invited, did not attend.

According to the account of Italian daily *Corriere della Sera* reporter Ettore Petta, the only Western journalist present, Qaddafi and his terrorist guests held a three-hour discussion on how to further violent opposition to the pro-development governments of Helmut Schmidt of Germany and Italian Prime Minister Spadolini. Qaddafi offered "financial and moral support" for mass actions against the "symbols" of American and Western militarism, and offered his help to the "European masses" to fight national governments, and give more "power to the masses" as Qaddafi had already done in Libya.

He suggested that his *Green Book* be used as the tinder to ignite the European peace movement. According to informed sources, the book, which is simply the policies of the Club of Rome simplified "for the masses," was suggested to Qaddafi by Francesco Forte, a leader of the Italian Socialist Party and member of the Club of Rome and Trilateral Commission.

Qaddafi specifically demanded that the activities of the peace movement concentrate on Sicily, and offered to pay the way of 300 European demonstrators to use "violence as an instrument of peace movement action" to stop the NATO installation of cruise missiles in the Comiso area.

But despite the left rhetoric about "the masses," Qaddafi’s offers may be too hot to handle if the green and peace movements are not to blow the democratic cover so painstakingly built up by the European press. Even the committed pro-terrorists of the European peace movement are hesitating in publicly accepting the Libyan madman’s offer. West German Green Party leader Roland Vogt said that the movement will open a debate to decide whether to take the Libyan money, and every individual member will be "left free" to decide on this openly fascist alliance. However, clearly this "material and moral support" could be used to organize a series of demonstrations against the Schmidt government, and create the momentum for a massive protest against President Reagan’s visit to the Bonn summit in June.

**The Sicilian operation**

Research into the preparations for the peace movement assault on Sicily revealed that everything was in place for a mass revolt before Qaddafi spoke in Vienna. The real plan for Sicily is not a protest demonstration as such, but the further exploitation of the chaos created by events for the emergence of a Sicilian separatist movement. Vogt enthusiastically reported that more than 200 chapters have been built in Sicily. In the past months, European leaders of the peace movement, including the head of the World Wildlife Fund, Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands, have created a new green and peace movement in Sicily in conjunction with Aurelio Peccei of the Club of Rome and Italian Radical Party leader Marco Pannella.

The rapid development of the movement in the rural areas of Sicily could only have occurred with the aid of the Mafia and old networks of the Separatist Party. In fact, Socialist Party and Mafia leader Michele Papa, Billy Carter’s Libyan connection, endorsed the peace movement in Sicily.

Another notorious separatist, Prince Alleata of Monreale, whose name appeared on the original lists of the fascist Propaganda-2 Freemasonic Lodge of Licio Gelli, said that the separatist movement is ready to make a coup in Sicily, by exploiting the unrest provoked by the planned Comiso demonstrations. The Socialist Party is fully involved in the plan. Sicilian Socialist Lauricella acknowledged that Qaddafi went to Malta the day before he arrived in Sicily from Vienna. Even if the central government in Rome puts a stop to the independence initiative, the outcome of the Sicilian situation could create an area of extreme tension in the Mediterranean to fit the so-called southern flank scenario of NATO’s limited conventional military confrontation.

And while observers are indicating that the overall operation being coordinated by Bruno Kreisky’s Second International could result in a repetition of the 1968 chaos in Europe, the same Second International is arming the insane Colonel. At the Vienna meeting, Kreisky said he would be willing to supply arms to Libya. One day after the visit Socialist President François Mitterrand of France announced he would send 10 new gunboats to Libya, lifting the arms embargo established by his predecessor, Helmut Schmidt ally Valéry Giscard d’Estaing.